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Our goal is to build a Token that will support gas fees by 90%.
It plans to offer 4% of the Tokens to early adopters within two
 

 

all of which progress according to the opinion of the community.
The VALX token also adopts to complement the innovative Dao
generation using Protocols.

 

 
We present a project focused on defending price vulnerability with Defi power.

adopters ETH-VALX tokens in proportion to their contribution.

Validator Token Liquidity with 500 different VALX-ERC20 token pairs
aims to create.

68% of the LP tokens that will be created will be sent to ETH-VALX LP
token holders with a focus on co-development.

The Validator (VALX), Token was created, on Ethereum Mainnet
 to reduce 90% of gas fees on decentralized exchanges and return them to their users.

The Validator (VALX) Project aims to create swap pairs with at least
 500 Tokens on UniSwap, SushiSwap, Balancer, and QuickSwap.

Return Mining; is the main innovation that will be offered to VALX token holders.

The Validator (VALX), Token was created, on Ethereum Mainnet
 to reduce 90% of gas fees on decentralized exchanges and return them to their users.

The Validator (VALX) Project aims to create swap pairs with at least
 500 Tokens on UniSwap, SushiSwap, Balancer, and QuickSwap.

Return Mining; is the main innovation that will be offered to VALX token holders.

                         The VALX project initiates liquidity generation by offering earlySome Detail;

Abstract;
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Name: Validator
 
Sembol: VALX
 
Decimal: 18
 
Eth Mainnet Contract address;
 
0x27C4af9A860c4caDc358005F8b48140b2E434A7B
 
Polygon (Matic) Contract address;
 
0x9d47b3faa5ff227d2bd404f572ef0ab0c8409161
 

TOKEN INFORMATION

Explorer
EtherScan;
https://etherscan.io/token/0x27c4af9a860c4cadc358005f8b48140b2e434a7b

https://ethplorer.io/tr/address/0x27c4af9a860c4cadc358005f8b48140b2e434a7b
Ethplorer;

PolygonScan;
https://polygonscan.com/token/0x9d47b3faa5ff227d2bd404f572ef0ab0c8409161

Source Code

SOCIAL

https://github.com/HelloValixGithub:...........................:

Twitter:...........................:

Telegram Grup:..............:

Telegram Channel:.........:

Medium:........................:

 

https://twitter.com/ValixOrg

https://t.me/ValidatorVALX

https://medium.com/@Validator

 
valix.org

https://t.me/VALXToken

https://etherscan.io/token/0x27c4af9a860c4cadc358005f8b48140b2e434a7b
https://ethplorer.io/tr/address/0x27c4af9a860c4cadc358005f8b48140b2e434a7b
https://polygonscan.com/token/0x9d47b3faa5ff227d2bd404f572ef0ab0c8409161
https://github.com/HelloValix
https://twitter.com/ValixOrg
https://t.me/ValidatorVALX
https://medium.com/@Validator
https://valix.org/
https://t.me/VALXToken


VALX Token Detail

   Total supply: 32.000.000.000 VALX
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4% Will be distributed to early adopter participant addresses.
 

 

 

%55 for ReturnMining is reserved  ( for reimbursement of gas fees )

%20 to Ethereum Validator addresses.

%16 to liquidity deals for 500 different tokens.

%3 Uniswap Airdrop has been distributed to the first qualifying holders.

VALX Token Distribution

%1 for differents is reserved airdrops.

%1 Be an early adopter!



VALX Token Distribution Detail
%55 for ReturnMining is reserved  ( for reimbursement of gas fees )

55% (17.600.000.000 VALX) of tokens are reserved to be mining.

When the amount of gas you spend reaches 3.2 ether,
the same value of VALX will be automatically sent to your wallet.

There are two options for participation in return mining.
For participation, You can burn 0.32 Ether worth of VALX,
Or you can donate the same amount to charities listed on;

more details

https://valix.org/returnmining

%20 to Ethereum Validator addresses.

All Ethereum Verifier addresses up to 26/06/2021 are entitled to
32,000 VALX per validation. Half of the rewards weres distributed to
their wallets via the Polygon (Matic) network.
Beneficiaries until 09/09/2021 who migrate their tokens to the
Ethereum Mainnet will receive the other half instantly.
Addresses that do not transfer their VALX Tokens to the Ethereum
Mainnet will be able to claim their VALX Tokens on 26/06/2022

%16 to liquidity deals for 500 different tokens.

Once the Ethereum 2.0 upgrade is complete,
 it will drastically reduce gas costs. Validator Addresses;
They help to scale by contributing early to the Ethereum 2.0 transition.

16% is reserved for different token pairs.
The partner will arrange liquidity programs with VALX-ERC20 pairs.
Thus, VALX can offer more pair options in swap transactions
& ReturnMining can be used better.
By creating liquidity for 500 Different Token pairs,
68% of the VALX-ERC20 LPs to be created will be distributed to the
ETH-VALX LP holders.

4% Will be distributed to early adopter participant addresses.

                                               %1 Be an early adopter!

Early adopters;
In addition, as long as they keep the Lp tokens they have received;
They will receive a share of 4% of the total VALX amount within 2 years.

https://valix.org/returnmining


1% Different airdrops; It is reserved to ensure distribution to a large
number of participants in a way that is accessible to all.

%3 Uniswap Airdrop has been distributed to the first qualifying holders.

                                                      ReturnMining

Only 1% of VALX Supply is for sale to early adopters.
 
 
In addition, as long as you keep the Lp tokens you have received, you will receive a share of 4% of the total VALX amount for 2, years.
 
*If offered; These deadlines are subject to change by governance voting
 
 
 
Also; Early adopters, During their holding of ETH - VALX LPs, will receive 68% of the LP tokens consisting of a total of 500 VALX pairs.
 
 
 
You will have LP tokens of all VALX pairs.
 
VALX-ERC20 LPs will remain locked for 3 months, after which they will be distributed to early adopters. As long as you hold the Ethereum LP, you can trade the other 500 Token LPs if you want.
 
But in this case, you will get a smaller share than those holding other LP tokens.

Only 1% of VALX Supply is for sale to early adopters.
 
 

%1  Be an early adopter!

If you are an early adopter or intend to be, If you participate in this pre-sale;
You will instantly receive VALX tokens equal to the amount you have joined.
All of your contributions will be liquidity added on ETH-VALX Uniswap V2 & SushiSwap.
You will also receive ETH-VALX Lp tokens equal to the amount of your Early Adoption.
 
In addition, as long as you keep the Lp tokens you have received,
you will receive a share of 4% of the total VALX amount for 2, years.
 
*If offered; These deadlines are subject to change by governance voting
 
Also; Early adopters, During their holding of ETH - VALX LPs,
will receive 68% of the LP tokens consisting of a total of 500 VALX pairs.

%1 for differents is reserved airdrops.

All addresses that qualify for the UniSwap Airdrop received 3200 VALX.
It was sent to their wallet via the Matic network and is available.

The first 1000 addresses to the beneficiary who migrate their tokens to the
Ethereum Mainnet will earn 16000 VALX. The first 1000 addresses that transfer
VALX Tokens to the Ethereum Mainnet will be able to claim VALX Tokens on 26/9/2021

All addresses that qualify for the UniSwap Airdrop received 3200 VALX.
It was sent to their wallet via the Matic network and is available.

The first 1000 addresses to the beneficiary who migrate their tokens to the
Ethereum Mainnet will earn 16000 VALX. The first 1000 addresses that transfer
VALX Tokens to the Ethereum Mainnet will be able to claim VALX Tokens on 26/9/2021



Return Mining;

It is the main innovation offered to VALX token holders.
Participants; The minimum amount burns 0.32 Ethereum equivalent VALX.
When the amount of gas they spend reaches 3.2 Ethereum, they receive VALX worth 3.2 Ethereum.
What will happen when Ethereum goes to the pulp?
 
Return Mining;
It is the main innovation offered to VALX token holders.
Participants; The minimum amount burns 0.32 Ethereum equivalent VALX.
When the amount of gas they spend reaches 3.2 Ethereum, they receive VALX worth 3.2 Ethereum.
What will happen when Ethereum goes to the pulp?
 

  It is the main innovation offered to VALX token holders.
Participants;
  The minimum amount burns 0.32 Ethereum equivalent VALX.
When the amount of gas they spend reaches 3.2 Ethereum,
they receive VALX worth 3.2 Ethereum.

ReturnMining

 

                                                                Detail 



There are 3 options to become a Return mining Participant;
 
 
VALX was created as burnable to power its ecosystem.
The participants; can participate in return mining by sending
 0.32 VALX to the Ethereum Genesis address.
Participants;
When the amount of gas they spend reaches 3.2 Ether,
they will automatically receive 3.2 Ethereum worth of VALX tokens.

Although this option may seem unnecessary and high amount for the majority,
it will be shaped and developed according to the innovations that will be useful after the
transition to the pos system (Ethreum 2).

Addresses on the support list will be expanded by the community.
charities, useful for the development of the Ethereum platform
It consists of teams or organizations that carry out studies.
Return mining participants;
 
Those who want to join Return Mining;
 
They can participate in Refund mining by donating VALX worth 0.32 Ether.

Option 3 is to lock the Tokens!

  It is the main innovation offered to VALX token holders.
The system aims to reimburse the participant for gas fees as VALX.

 If you are not constantly consuming gas,

Return Mining Detail

Option 1 is to Burn Tokens.

Option 2 is to donate VALX Tokens.

Supported organization lists.

Attention;

By locking VALX at 3.2 Ether to VALX;
The amount of gas you spend is backed by VALX up to 32 Ether.
When the participant's gas spend reaches 3.2 Ethereum,
VALX tokens are is sent to the participating address.
This process is repeated ten times in a single entry.
 Participation and withdrawal from Mining will soon be contract dependent.
You will be able to withdraw accumulated VALX instantly.

                                                          continues

it may not be beneficial for you.
 

https://valix.org/returnmining


Return Mining Why doesn't it cover all charities?

What will happen when Ethereum switches to the Pos system?

Smart contracts and protocols to be created for Return Mining
must follow ReturnMining participant addresses.
For Return Mining;
Addresses of charities proposed, requested by the Community,
will continue to be added.

Although it seems like a temporary solution,
Valx Users still pay 90% less gas. Also,
VALX is a token that offers governance.
At this point, the Project can go a little further!
The community can make a different request when the pulp is passed.
Like offering 100% of POS fees to Users!
When the VALX token passes to Ethereum Pos,
it can be able to pay back all of its POS fees to its users.
In such a case, the amount Burned could be 0.02 Ether worth of VALX
When the amount of gas spent by the user reaches 0.18 Ether,
he receives 0.2 ether value VALX.
Or alternative developments approved by the community...

Governance is active!

The following rule will apply to participate in or withdraw from mining.
When the gas fee spent by the addresses you initiate the locking process reaches 3.2
Ether, 3.2 Ethereum worth of VALX from the contract is automatically transferred
to your wallet.This process is repeated ten times in a single locking
operation. For every 3.2 Ethereum worth of VALX mined, 10% is
deducted tokens from the locked VALX.



VALX GOVERNANCE

 
You can bid and vote. You must have 320000 VALX to bid.
A bid must receive a 1.6% vote of the Total VALX supply to be accepted.

GO TO GOVERNANCE

    Various individuals and teams will propose changes to the Validator protocol.
It is up to Validator Token holders to vote to accept or reject these proposals.
Holding VALX entitles you to submit and vote on proposals.
Governance proposals and participation will affect the direction of the project.

                                                    Lp Token Mining 

https://snapshot.org/#/valixorg.eth


LP Token Mining

Initial Liquidity Creation is provided by Early adopters who receive 1%
of the Token Offering. %1 early adopters; They receive ETH-VALX Lp
tokens equal to their contribution! (We hope that offering LP tokens
Back to the investor will make the project more valuable.) Early
adopters who hold the LP tokens they receive a share of 4% of the
Total supply for 2 years.

By creating liquidity for 500 Different Token pairs,
It is planned to distribute 68% of the VALX-ERC20 LPs to be created to
the ETH-VALX LP holders.
You can get other LP tokens just by holding ETH-VALX LP.

Detail Coming Soon

Detail



Protocols, Dapps     Dao Development&

     Validator is not a stablecoin. Its price increases or decreases according to the
supply-demand balance. Therefore; For return mining, the smart contract protocols to be
created will act according to the value of the ETH-VALX pairtir.

completely open sourceand every user will be able to contribute.
 
The Validator project is open to all Users.
 
If you have adopted the Validator project and want to see something on Valx case or If you
 are a developer and;If you are building something that will contribute
to the project, please feel free to submit it to governance.
 Although the studies are completely voluntary;
0.32% Valx is reserved from the total supply to reward all contributors.

   Volunteering is essential in the Validator project.
It is completely dedicated to decentralization.
It was designed by the Community to support Ethereum and the Defi platform.
In case of need; Protocols and Dapps development

Detail

                                                      Disclaimer



Disclaimer
      Participants who have read this white paper and use and or hold the VALX
directly or indirectly should be deemed to have accepted the disclaimer described herein.

      This document is for informational purposes only and does not constitute
an opinion of the purchase or sale of VALX. The above information or analysis
does not constitute investment decisions or specific recommendations.
This document does not constitute any investment advice, investment
solicitation of any insecurity or financial form. This document does not constitute
and should not be understood as an offer of any purchase or sale, or an invitation to
buy or sell any form of security, nor is it a contract or commitment of any kind.

Once the users participate in the transaction, they understand and accept the risk of the
project and are willing to personally bear all the corresponding results or consequences.

Volunteering is essential in the Validator project.
It is completely dedicated to decentralization.
It was designed by the Community to support Ethereum and the Defi platform.

ValixOrg and related projects and companies made it clear that it will not bear
any direct or indirect losses caused by participating in the project, including:

Valx is the token and is not an investment.
We cannot guarantee that Valx will increase in value, and in some cases,
there may be a possibility of a decline in its value. Those who do not use their
VALX properly may lose the right to use VALX and may even lose their VALX.
VALX is not a kind of ownership or control. Controlling VALX does not represent
the ownership of ValixOrg and related projects and companies

The content of this white paper may be revised or updated as the
VALX project progresses or industry-related policy changes.
It will be published as an update on the public
website announcement or new lite paper and white paper.

Hello@valix.org 
Contact 


